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Deviations from the standard Higgs sector generated by some new physics at an energy scale Λ could 
be described by an effective SU(3)c × SU(2)L × U (1) invariant non-renormalizable Lagrangian terms of 
dimension six. A systematic study of various Higgs boson production × decay channels (γ γ , Z Z , WW , 
bb¯, τ τ¯ ) at the International Linear Collider (ILC) in the SM extension by effective operators is carried 
out. Statistical methods are used to establish a degree of consistency for the standard Higgs sector with 
the forthcoming data, using the expected ILC accuracies of the Higgs boson production channels. Global 
ﬁts in the two-parametric anomalous coupling space indicating possible deviations from the standard 
Higgs-fermion and Higgs-gauge boson couplings are performed.
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.High precision studies of the electroweak interactions at LEP, 
SLC and Tevatron [1] with the following discovery of a Higgs-like 
signal at the LHC [2] and the evidence of a signal at the Tevatron 
[3] have been a strong argument in favor of the Standard Model 
(SM) scheme in the form of SU(2)L × U (1)Y gauge theory with 
symmetry breaking generated by the Lagrangian which includes 
one SU(2) doublet of scalar ﬁelds. Since the simple SM scheme is 
not believed to be an ultimate picture of the particle world, the-
oretically acceptable extensions to the SM Higgs sector must be 
analyzed. This must include the phenomenological consequences 
related to high precision measurements of the Higgs boson mass, 
couplings and quantum numbers at the next-generation e+e− col-
lider.
“Minimal” extensions of the SM by the dimension-ﬁve [4] and 
the dimension-six [5,6] effective operators, which lead to the 
rescaling of Higgs couplings, as well as more complicated modiﬁca-
tions of Higgs couplings in the MSSM and nonminimal supersym-
metric models [7] in the decoupling limit, commonly demonstrate 
small (of the order of a few percent) departures of the nonstandard 
couplings from their SM limit in the most acceptable phenomeno-
logical scenarios. Precise measurements are required to study the 
couplings. Although ATLAS and CMS experiments are sensitive to 
almost all couplings (except invisible modes and H → cc¯) which 
have been analyzed recently using the LHC data [8], the best sen-
sitivity of individual decay channels g(H → P P¯ )/g(H → P P¯ )SM−1
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SCOAP3.(P = γ , W , Z , τ , b) estimated in a model-independent way [9] us-
ing the production × decay approximation is from 5% to 20% (these 
numbers are 1σ intervals at the energy 14 TeV with the accu-
mulated luminosity 300 fb−1, see [10]). Such accuracy will be un-
doubtedly suﬃcient to conﬁrm an agreement of basic properties 
of the Higgs-like particle (mass, spin and parity) with the proper-
ties of the SM Higgs boson, but will be not suﬃcient to test the 
deviations at the percent level, inherent for the MSSM in the de-
coupling limit or models with composite Higgs boson, where the 
compositeness scale is of the order of 1 TeV.
The clean environment and excellent signal-to-background ra-
tios of the ILC make possible precision measurements of the cou-
plings of the Higgs boson, which can be observed in all modes 
including the two-jet decay modes and the invisible modes. Only 
two production channels are relevant, Higgsstrahlung e+e− → ZH
and vector boson fusion (VBF) e+e− → νe ν¯eH . Although it will 
be not possible to measure directly the total width of the scalar 
which is about 4 MeV in the SM, it can be indirectly deter-
mined by combining the total Higgsstrahlung cross section as mea-
sured using the Higgs recoil method with a variety of produc-
tion × decay measurements for Higgs bosons produced through 
the Higgsstrahlung and WW fusion processes. Measurement ac-
curacies expected from the ILC experiments (see Table 2.4 in 
the ILC TDR [10]), estimated from the full detector simulation 
studies for a realistic accumulated luminosities at 
√
s = 250 GeV, 
500 GeV and 1 TeV are listed in Table 1. Note that the ILC TDR 
expected accuracies are not signiﬁcantly different from the ac-
curacies quoted in the Snowmass Report [11]; an independent  under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/). Funded by 
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Expected accuracies (σ · Br)/(σ · Br) for the Higgs boson production channels at the ILC from [10].
Channel
√
s and L (Pe− , Pe+ )
250 fb−1 at 250 GeV (−0.8,+0.3) 500 fb−1 at 500 GeV (−0.8,+0.3) 1 ab−1 at 1000 GeV (−0.8,+0.2)
ZH νν¯H ZH νν¯H νν¯H
H → bb¯ 1.1% 10.5% 1.8% 0.66% 0.47%
H → cc¯ 7.4% – 12.0% 6.2% 7.6%
H → gg 9.1% – 14.0% 4.1% 3.1%
H → WW ∗ 6.4% – 9.2% 2.6% 3.3%
H → τ+τ− 4.2% – 5.4% 14.0% 3.5%
H → Z Z∗ 19.0% – 25.0% 8.2% 4.4%
H → γ γ 29–38% – 29–38% 20–26% 7–10%
H → μ+μ− 100% – – – 32%
Fig. 1. Exclusion contours for the combined χ2 ﬁt in the (cV , cF ) plane, 
√
s = 250 GeV. Blue (inside the smallest inward contour), green (inside the intermediate contour) and 
yellow (inside the outward contour) area correspond to χ2 = 2.10, 4.61 and 9.21 (CL of the ﬁt is 65%, 90% and 99%), respectively. For the upper row of plots the channel 
H → γ γ is accounted for; its inﬂuence on the contours is very small. Lower row of plots shows the acceptable regions which appear without the H → γ γ channel. For the 
plots (b) and (d) the H → WW ∗ channel is excluded. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this 
article.)simulation of some channels, including invisible modes, can be 
found in [12].
In this Letter we are using an extension of the SM by the 
dimension-six effective operators [13] which has been developed for identiﬁcation of the Higgs-like particle at the LHC. A set of 
the dimension-six operators in the Buchmueller–Wyler basis [5]
modiﬁed by the subtraction of v.e.v.: Φ†Φ → Φ†Φ − v2/2 (see 
[14]) to avoid undesirable mixing in the gauge ﬁeld kinetic terms, 
412 E. Boos et al. / Physics Letters B 739 (2014) 410–415Fig. 2. Three-dimensional plot of χ2 as a function of (cV , cF ), 
√
s = 250 GeV, (a) – all channels, (b) – only H → γ γ channel. Asymmetric narrow gullies in (b) appear due 
to the destructive interference of the fermion and the vector boson loop contributions. For this reason the left local minimum of the global χ2, ﬁgure (a), is lower than the 
right local minimum. The signal strength for all channels is assumed to be equal to 1 and the individual signal strength errors are very small (see Table 1).which is strongly constrained by precision electroweak data, can 
be reduced to a restricted set of ﬁve fermion–Higgs and vec-
tor boson-Higgs operators OtΦ , ObΦ , O τΦ and O
(1)
Φ , OΦG , dis-
posing the tensor structure of interaction vertices identical to 
the SM and dependent only on the two effective parameters cV
(rescales vector boson-Higgs vertices) and cF (rescales fermion–
antifermion–Higgs vertices). The anomalous couplings Cn , Cmn in 
front of the dimension-six operators On , Omn are conformally re-
deﬁned [13]
cF = 1+ CtΦ · v
2
Λ2




cG = cF + 6π
αs
· CΦG · v
2
Λ2














cW = CΦW · v
2
Λ2
(v = 246 GeV, Λ is the energy scale of new physics, sW and cW
are sine and cosine of the Weinberg angle). It is assumed that 
CΦB = CΦW = 0, CtΦ = CbΦ = CτΦ , CΦG = 0. In the approach un-
der consideration the one-loop H → γ γ and H → gg vertices are 
“resolved” in the sense that the effective parameters cV and cF are 
included in the one-loop effective cG and cγ which parametrize
H → gg and H → γ γ vertices. Such parametrization is different 
from phenomenological parametrization used by ATLAS and CMS 
Collaborations [15], where independent anomalous couplings and 
total widths are simultaneously used. Statistical methods for the 
signal strength equal to one and the signal strength error de-
ﬁned by the above mentioned ILC TDR signal simulation studies 
are used to evaluate combined χ2 ﬁts in the (cV , cF ) effective 
parameter plane. Details of the procedure for exclusion contours reconstruction in the (cV , cF ) plane are described in [13] (see also 
[16]). A combination of simultaneous ﬁts for all possible Higgs 
boson production channels is presented in Figs. 1 and 3, where 
the exclusion contours for χ2 = 2.10, 4.61 and 9.21 are recon-
structed at the energies 250, 500 and 1000 GeV. Small signal 
strength error in the channels e+e− → ZH, νν¯H with the follow-
ing H → bb¯ or H → WW ∗ results in the most signiﬁcant inﬂu-
ence of the modes H → bb¯ and H → WW ∗ on the combined 
χ2 ﬁt. The shape of exclusion contours is most sensitive to the 
interplay of these two modes, which have opposite behavior of 
the cross section dependence σ(cV , cF ) on the effective param-
eters. In order to demonstrate the sensitivity, in Fig. 1a, b we 
separately plot the overall ﬁt and the combined ﬁt for all chan-
nels excluding H → WW ∗ (upper row of plots). Naive expectation 
that H → WW ∗ channel should be more sensitive to cV , than 
to cF , is delusive since the branching ratios are generally speaking 
not simply proportional to partial widths because of a nontrivial 
dependence of the total width on the anomalous couplings. De-
spite a small cross section and low expected precision, the channel 
H → γ γ is very important to exclude the region in the vicin-
ity of (cV , cF ) = (1, −1) which is acceptable for LHC global ﬁts 
(see [13]). In the absence of H → γ γ data this region immediately 
appears for the ILC combined ﬁt, see Fig. 1, lower row of plots, 
due to an asymmetric dependence of χ2(cV , cF ) on the fermion 
effective parameter cF , illustrated by the three-dimensional χ2
in Fig. 2a. Asymmetric behavior with respect to cF is a conse-
quence of asymmetric behavior of χ2 for the H → γ γ channel 
taken separately, see Fig. 2b. At the energies 
√
s = 500 GeV and √
s = 1000 GeV the role of VBF increases with the cross sec-
tion growth and smaller signal strength error, as illustrated by 
Fig. 3.
Evaluation of the exclusion contours was carried out1 for com-
plete gauge invariant sets of diagrams e+e− → (H Z or νν¯H) →
( f f¯ f f¯ or f f¯ V V ) with the four-fermion and the two-fermion −
1 A special regime of ‘table calculations’ (numerical operations with multidimen-
sional tables) has been implemented in CompHEP version 4.5 [19].
E. Boos et al. / Physics Letters B 739 (2014) 410–415 413Fig. 3. Exclusion contours for the combined χ2 ﬁt in the (cV , cF ) plane, 
√
s = 500 GeV (upper row of plots) and √s = 1000 GeV (lower row of plots). Blue, green and yellow 
area correspond to χ2 = 2.10, 4.61 and 9.21, respectively. For the plots (b) and (d) the H → WW ∗ channel is excluded. The scale is changed in comparison with Fig. 1. 
(For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)two vector boson (including H → gg) ﬁnal states. Interferences 
play a role for LHC ﬁts [13]. For the ILC case, some examples 
also had been found; e.g. in connection with LEP2 analyses it had 
been mentioned that the four-fermion state νe ν¯ebb¯ was formed 
by both e+e− → H Z and e+e− → νe ν¯eH interfering production 
mechanisms, see details at LEP2 and NLC energies in [17]. Non-
trivial interferences between signal diagrams, not available in the 
production × decay approximation, were found insigniﬁcant for our 
ﬁts, although they could play a role in speciﬁc reconstructions of 
phase space distributions beyond the inﬁnitely small width ap-
proximation [18].
In summary, we analyzed possible degree of consistency for 
the SM Higgs sector and the forthcoming ILC data taking into ac-
count main mechanisms of the Higgs boson production e+e− →
H Z , νν¯H in the framework of the SM extension by dimension-six 
effective operators. A number of combined χ2 ﬁts were performed 
and the exclusion regions in (cV , cF ) effective parameter plane 
were reconstructed using an expected accuracies for the cross sec-tion measurements at the ILC, based on full detector simulation 
studies. The channel H → γ γ is important to exclude the region 
of effective parameter plane close to (cV , cF ) = (1, −1). The exclu-
sion regions being translated from the effective parameters back to 
the effective couplings Cmn in front of the relevant dimension-six 
operators are shown in Fig. 4. Even for the case of 250 GeV colli-
sion energy the ILC ﬁt improves the LHC bounds [13] by roughly 
an order of magnitude.
An interesting question arises to what extent such accuracy 
will allow an identiﬁcation of the operator basis. In the chosen 
dimension-six operator basis with subtraction of v2/2 the vector 
boson self-interaction vertices are not modiﬁed, while it is not 
the case for operator bases without the subtraction. In order to 
understand the ILC potential to discriminate the operator bases 
with and without v2/2 subtraction the data on the three vector 
boson and the four vector boson couplings should be combined 
with the data on the Higgs-fermion and the Higgs-VB interac-
tions.
414 E. Boos et al. / Physics Letters B 739 (2014) 410–415Fig. 4. Exclusion contours for the combined χ2 ﬁt in the effective couplings plane, √
s = 250 GeV. Blue (inside the smallest inward contour), green (inside the in-
termediate contour) and yellow (inside the outward contour) area correspond to 
χ2 = 2.10, 4.61 and 9.21, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to 
color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this arti-
cle.)
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